Abstract. Due to its concise, simple and unambiguous qualities, the Petri net method has become a reliable and accurate way of analyzing protocol. However, with one model conducting one point, the required models of the key points of protocol analysis, namely, the protocol performance evaluation and the protocol validation, are quite different. A method of using original Petri net as a model of protocol verification is proposed to solve this problem. And without changing any part of the structure of the original Petri net, it has realized protocol performance evaluation by attaching time delay to transition, hence avoiding repeat modeling. By so doing, one model can evaluate the performance of the protocol and validate it at the same time. As an example, the paper validates 0-1 stop and wait for protocol in detail and then evaluates the performance of the protocol by translating original Petri net of 0-1 stop and wait for protocol into timed Petri net.
Introduction
The protocol validation aims to the detection and correction of the protocol errors and defects before its realization [1, 2] . While the protocol performance evaluation mainly aims to evaluate the throughput, data transmission delay as well as other indexes of the protocol, which is of vital importance to the qualities of service(QoS) of the protocol [3] .
The Petri Net method is a reliable and accurate way of analyzing protocol [4] , based on which many types of research have acquired some achievements regarding the protocol performance evaluation and the protocol validation. For instance, viewing from the perspective of protocol validation, in reference [5] , the author has made Petri net model of SIP protocol and made consistency analysis to the SIP protocol in mobile networks. And in reference [6] , the author has proposed a safety analysis method by colored Petri net of clock synchronization protocol, making a reachability analysis to the unsafe state by way of state equations. In reference [7] , the author has established the stochastic Petri Net model of wireless sensor interface protocol WTIM and has analyzed the effect of structure parameters upon the rate of model data dropout as well as other performances by using the Markov chain. And in reference [8] , the author has made full use of stochastic Petri net to evaluate the service performance quality of VoIP.
Though many results regarding the Petri net analysis method of protocols are already fruitful, there are still conflicts existing between the protocol validation and its performance evaluation. On one hand, the protocol validation model can not make an instant quantitative analysis of the protocol performance; On the other, the performance evaluation model can not reflect the various static characteristics and dynamic behaviors of the protocol. Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a method realizing both protocol performance evaluation and protocol validation based on Petri net. It first proposes to establish original Petri net model of the protocol, finishing the protocol validation and then to fulfill protocol performance evaluation by attaching time delay to transition, without changing any part of the model structure. As an example, the paper provides the original Petri net model and timed Petri net model to 0-1 stop and wait for protocol, thus making protocol validation and its performance evaluation regarding 0-1 stop and wait for protocol.
The Basic Conception of the Original Petri Net and Timed Petri Net
Definition 1 [9] The original Petri net can be defined as ( , , , ) 
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, when ( ) 1 B s = , the place s is called safe. Definition 5 [9] Let 0 ( , , , )
If each transition in a Petri net is alive, then the whole net is alive.
Definition 6 [9] Let
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Definition 7 [9] Timed Petri net is a set with five elements: Please refer to reference [9] for other conceptions and theorems regarding Petri net.
A Petri-net-based Method for Protocol Validation and Protocol Performance Evaluation

Protocol Validation
Many specialties of the Petri net can find its actual physical meaning in the protocol. The following Table 1 briefly listed the corresponding relations between them two.
(1) Static analysis The static analysis mainly refers to the analysis of the structural characteristics of the protocol: structure-activity, boundedness, conservativeness, security, P-invariants, T-invariants, etc. For instance, P-invariants mean that the resources (data frame, response frame) of the protocols are safe. By analyzing the topology features of the Petri net, we can analyze many properties of the protocol and hence verify the protocol's validity.
(2) Dynamic analysis It is to analyze the dynamic features of the protocol, such as action sequences, reachability, liveness, etc. The reachability graph of Petri net, consisting of some information useful for the protocol validity, can analyze the accessibility (from one state to another), action sequences, the recoverability of the protocol error state, etc. 
Protocol Performance Evaluation
The efficiency and throughput of the protocol, data transmission delay, those are also of vital importance in practical application, which can be fully analyzed by the timed Petri net. The delayed time for the transition definition of the original Petri net can help to realize the protocol performance evaluation, which is also the advantage of this paper. Two points need to be considered when evaluating the protocol performance.
(1) The maximum throughput The maximum data frames successfully sent out every second is the maximum throughput of the data link, marked as max λ . (2) The average propagation latency The average time needed for the correctly sent out of the data frames, marked as AV t .
A practical example：The protocol validation and performance evaluation for 0-1 stops and wait for protocol
The resend of the wrong data frames from the transmit port of the 0-1 stops and wait for protocol is automatic, hence the protocol applying this kind of error control system is called ARQ (Automatic Repeat request), the detailed description of which see reference [10] .
The original Petri net model of 0-1 stops and wait for protocol
The following fig.1 is the Petri net model of 0-1 stops and wait for protocol, with the description of symbols of fig.1 in Table 2 . fig.1 , all of three of them are represented by place P8 with no distinction, conducting no effect on the analysis of protocols.
In fig.1 fig.1 , if the protocol meets the conditions, 1 2 { , } p p can express the state of the sender. The state of the receiver is then described as 6 7 { , } p p , the state of the channel is then described as 3 4 5 8 { , , , } p p p p , all of which being the support sets of the P-invariants. Fig.2 shows the solution of the equation 0 AY = . According to the solution, 0-1 wait protocol can be well verified by P-invariants. 
t t t t t t t t
are all support sets of T-invariants. The T-invariants reflects the cycle subsystem of Petri net model. Hence the 5 3 { , } t t invariant support set reflects the following practical meaning: [0] data frame gets lost in the channel, and after waiting for ACK for a while, the sender would resend [0]frame automatically due to timer expire. 6 3 8 { , , } t t t
Invariant support set reflects the recovery ability of the system after the loss of ACK. While 10 2 11 1 { , , , } t t t t support set reflects that the system can successfully loop the execution of the following action sequences: sending[0]frame, receiving [0]frame and sending ACK, sending [1] frame, receiving [1] frame and sending ACK. There are also other support sets of T-invariants, which we would not discuss here. The verification of T-invariants indicates that 0-1 wait protocol has the ability of recovery ability in an error state and the ability to continuously send data frames.
3.The dynamic analysis of 0-1 stop and wait for protocol
The reachability graph of the Petri model in fig. 1 is introduced, which can conduct the following dynamic analysis and verification to the 0-1 stop and wait for protocol.
(1)the verification of the protocol sending, receiving and channel boundedness In 0-1 stop and wait for protocol, the data frames use serial number [0]/ [1] alternatively, hence the capacity of the send and receive buffers, as well as the channel, should be 1. After the observation of fig.3 , we can know that when the original marking 0 [ fig.1 is then safeness, verifying the fact that the capacity of the send and receive buffers as well as the channel is 1.
(2)the verification of protocol deadlock-free by the liveness of Petri net According to fig.3 , each transition of the Petri net is alive, namely, the net in the figure is alive, indicating that there is not deadlock in 0-1 stop and wait for protocol. Table 3 ), to the transitions of the models in fig.1 , the result timed Petri net marked as 2 Σ . Table 3 
Conclusion
Compared with the existing references, the main feature of this paper is to establish the protocol model by original Petri net and to verify the protocol. The time factor is then added to the original Petri net and transformed into timed Petri net, and then we can do the protocol performance evaluation. In this way, when it comes to protocol verification, the existing theories regarding Petri net can be taken well advantage of. When it comes to the protocol performance, it can use Petri net of protocol verification without changing the model. This paper offers a method of protocol verification with original Petri net by providing the case of 0-1 stop and wait for protocol, to which we have made relative complete static and dynamic formal verification. By giving latency time to the transition of original Petri net, we have transformed the original Petri net into timed Petri net and then strictly conducted performance analysis with it, which is one of the main advantages of this paper. And in our later study, we will further study the semantic verification of the protocol, exploiting the language and semantics of Petri net.
